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PART _ A
Answer any l0 questions : (Weightage I eaeh)
1. Define sampling distribution and standard error.

2' A sample of size 16 is taker.f.:y a normal population with mean z and,standarddeviation 3. what is the probability that theiampre mean exceeds 2.5 ?

3. Find the mean of chi_square distribution.

_ 
*. write down the probabitity density function of F_distribution.

5. Define student'st-statistic. write down its density function.

6. Define consistent estimator.

7. Define relative efficiency of an estimator.

8. Define maximum likelihood estimator.

9. What is confidence interval for a parameter ?

10' Distinguish between simpre and composite hypothesis.

I 1. Distinguish between parametric and non-parirmetric tests.
P.T.O.
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Answer anY 6 questions

12. Find the mean and variance of student'st-distribution'

(\Meigthage 2 each)

13.Stateandprovetheadditivepropertyofchi-squarerandomvariables.

14. rfSz is the variance of a sample of size n selected from a normal population with

'-' 
;;;;;';;;trrut sz is consistent for o2'

15. Compare the efficiencies of the estimators

xr + x2 + x3 ,T xr,Zxr+3x, T- = 
2x, - x, + x' 

for estimating the-lr , L1= -- 6 , r3- 
z11- j ' -z

mean p of tt" popotation with finite variance o2'

16. Derive a 100 (l -Z)voconfidence interval for the variance of a normal population

when the population mean is (i) unknown (ii) known

17 . |tXt,Xz.....xn is a s-ampl::f size N from a binomial population with parameters

n uro p."rina it 
" 

um, of p. Assume that n is known.

18. TolistHo: 0= l againstHl: 0 =2'asampleof size l istakenfromapopulation

It/"; if0<x<0
with density function f(x) = t'; otherwise

Find the rever of significance and power of the test if [Io ir subjected when the

abserved value is greater than 0'5'

19. Obtainthemostpowerfulsizect testforllOt0 = 00againstHl:0 = 01(01> e0)

where 0 is the pararneter of a population

0<x<1, 0>0
otherwise

based on a samPle of size n'

20. Discuss the importance steps in a large sample test based on normal distribution.

a

PART - B

[e **';(*) =t 0
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PART _ C

Answer any 2 questions : (Weightage 4 each)

2t. Let Xt Xz. )q be a sample of size n from a normal population with mean p
and variance 02. Obtain the MLEs of p and o2.

22. To test FIo: P = Vzagainst H, : P =3/t,where p is the probability of getting head
in single toss of a coin, the coin is tossed 8 times. If the nurnber of heads obtained
is 6 or more or 2 or less tI, is rejected and Ho is accepted otherwise. Find the
probabilities of type I and type 11 errors.

23. Two random samples drawn from two normal populations are given as follows :

Sample I : 20 t6 26 27 23 22 18 24 25 19

Sample II : 27 33 42 35 32 34 38 28 41 43 30 37

Test whether the two populations have the same variance (Choose 5%o level of
significance).

24. Explain the chi-square test of independence of attributes. Hence derive the
expression for chi-square for a 2 x 2 contingency table.


